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Asymmetric Coupler (INPUT A -> OUTPUTS C/D)
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Asymmetric Coupler Output Ratios
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Simulated Data (800nm fwhm: 100nm)











Real Data (800nm fwhm: 100nm)
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Dispersion Over Range of 62.5nm FWHM Filter




















RMS Phase (degs): 
3.28513
9.85915
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UT2002Jun11: First Fringes with Visible Single-Mode Coupler
















d) Output 0 of Asymmetric Coupler
Info: Target Eta Aql (V=3.9), Wavelength 794nm, 35m IOTA Baseline
















Observations at IOTA by Monnier/Pedretti
Output 1 of Asymmetric Coupler
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Time-Averaged Interferometric Channels
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Fringe under Poor Seeing













Fringe under Good Seeing
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